Firefly DE1250

Wireless Digital Endoscope Camera

- Completely wireless operation
- Compatible with rigid endoscopes
- Captures snapshots & videos
- Ideal for ENT Endoscopy and patient information
- Magnifies objects up to 35x optically and up to 100x digitally

Firefly DE1250 is the industry's first wireless compact digital Endoscope Camera with image and video capture capabilities. It provides unprecedented viewing convenience with popular rigid and flexible endoscopes. Besides endoscopic examinations, this powerful tool can also be used for teaching applications, for EMR (Electronic Medical Records) as well as for patient education. Unlike older endoscope cameras, the DE1250 delivers these breakthrough capabilities - and much more - at a highly economical cost.
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Managing incoming light is a tremendous challenge in digital sensor design. Reflections and lighting leaks can easily pollute the sensor, resulting in overexposure and washed-out images. Firefly effectively reduces overexposure by running highly efficient image processing algorithms and by employing an advanced lens design.

Sophisticated image processing algorithms are ineffective without strong depth perception and a clear image. Firefly DE1250 is equipped with multi-layer glass lenses rather than basic alternatives, thus delivering superb focal depth and crystal clear images.

The DE1250 also leverages its advanced CPU to the fullest extent: Videos and images are transferred to the PC in real-time, up to 30 frames-per-second for a live viewing experience.
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